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Sub: Publication of provisional 2nd Part Panel for recruitment to the post
of Goods Guard against GDCE.
Ref : (1) RRC/BSP's Employment Notification No. 0l/20t8
(2) RRC/BSP's office letter No. P-HQ/RRC/GDCE/OL/20L8/283,
dtd. 14.08.2019
1,

Provisiona

I

znd

part panel of L2 candidates (UR/8, OBC/O1, ST/03)

in

ascending order of Roll numbers for recruitment to the post of Goods Guard
(Cat. No. 23) Level-5;7th CPC against General Departmental Competitive
Examination (GDCE) on South East Central Railway is hereby declared. This
part panel is purely provisional and does not give any right to any
candidate for job in Railways. If any malpractice is detected at any stage,
their candidature will be terminated and the individual will be liable for
criminal prosecution,
2.

The Computer Based Test (CBT) for the recruitment was conducted on
29.06.2019 at Bilaspur, Raipur, Bhilai-Durg and Nagpur city. The Document
Verification was conducted from 22.08.20L9 to 23.08.2019 at Railway
Recruitment Cell, R.T.S. Colony, Bilaspur.

3.

While due care has been taken in preparing the panel, RRC/SECR reserves
the right to make any amendments to the provisionally declared panel at
any subsequent stage. If any discrepancies or malpractices are noticed or
brought to the notice of RRC, then RRC/SECR reserves the right to declare
any candidate(s) unsuccessful or delete the name of any candidate(s) from
the notified panel at any stage. The decision of Chairman/RRC/SECR in the
matter shall be final.

4.

Any discrepancy

in

name, surname, DOB and father's name of the
candidates due to typographical error may be corrected as per the Original
Application and certificates produced by the candidates during document
verification. The original documents may be verified before issue of
Appointment Orders. The authenticity of testimonials in proof of educational
qualification, Date of Birth and Caste Certificates submitted by candidates
empanelled against reserved vacancies may also be verified before issue of
Appointment Order. The candidates who belong to reserved communities
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but not submitted caste certificate irr the prescribed Central Govt. format
may be asked to sulpmit the same within a time limit.

appointment shall be sent separately by respective
Hence
for their posting and appointment letter candidates
units/divisions.
need not contact RRC,

5. The offer

of

6.

The 2nd Part panel is purely provisional and appointments of candidate as
Goods Guard will completely depend on fulfilling all other conditions like
passing of requisite training, not undergoing any effective penalty, ne
SPE/Vig/DAR case is ongoing /pending/contemplated against them, passing
of medical fitness in A:2, fulfillment of other pre-recruitment formalities,
verification of all relevant documents including cast certificate etc.
Appearance of one's Roll No. in the part panel does not confer any right for
selection of any candidate as Goods Guard.

7.

The medical examination of the empanelled candidates will be conducted by

the respective divisions where the candidate will be allotted. If

any
candidate fails to qualify in requisite medical category the candidature of the
candidate will be cancelled

8.

For their details candidates are advised to visit the website of SECR
(www.secr.,indianraiJWa,ys.gov.in) only. Candidates are hereby
informed that RRC/SECR/Bilaspur does not have any other website.

(Uday.M)#"
Chairman/Railway Recruitment Cell/Bilaspur

(2)
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The candidates having following Roll Nos. (in ascending order; not in order of merit) are
provisionally empanelled (2'd Part Panel)against GDCE E.N. No.01/7Q1.8, Post- Goods

Guard, Cat. No.- 23
UR

oBc

ST

t801.o2230717
18010223L201
L8Q102231707
1.80t022321.67
180103233008
180103233350
180103233733
180103234079

180r0223t774

180102231655
180102231693
180102231709

(UR= 08, OBC= O1, ST= O3, Total= L2)
Note: As per Rallway Board's letter No. 2019/E(RRB)125/42, dld. 26.08.2019
Roll No. 180102232013 and 1801022325t9 are kept on hold.
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Chairman/Railway Recruitment CelUBilaspur
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